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MEMORANDUM

ATTENTION Jon Driver, Chair, SCUP DATE November 26, 2013
from Gord Myers, Associate Vice President, PAGES 1/1

Academic and Associate Provost

RE: Faculty of Science: External Review of the Departmentof Statistics and Actuarial Science

Attached are the External ReviewReport and the Action Plan for the Department of Statistics and Actuarial
Science.

Excerpt from the External Review Report:
"Upfront we want to emphasise that this department greatly enhances the reputation ofSFU and that it iswell worth investing
in... We would like to commend the department with the many excellent contributions that it makes to its mission and to that of
the university. The department is veryproductive in terms ofresearch and teaching, provides an excellent working environmentfor
most ofits members, and has built an excellent reputation in both the statistics and actuarial science communities."

Motion:

That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Action Plan for the Department of
Statistics and Actuarial Science that resulted from its external review.

Following the site visit, the Reportof the External Review Team* for the Department of Statistics and
Actuarial Science was submitted in June 2013. The Reviewers madea number of recommendations basedon
the Terms of Reference that were provided to them. Subsequently, a meeting was heldwith the Dean,
Faculty of Science, the Chairof the Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science and the Director,
Academic Planning and Budgeting (VPA) to consider the recommendations. An Action Planwasprepared
taking into consideration the discussion at themeeting and the External Review Report. TheAction Plan has
been endorsed by the Department and the Dean.

SCUP recommends to Senate that the Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science be advised to pursue
the Action Plan.

*External Review Team:

John Stufken, Departmentof Statistics, University of Georgia (Chair, Review Team)
Sheldon Lin, Department of Statistics, University of Toronto
Jane Pendergast, Department of Biostatistics, University of Iowa
Tom Archibald (internal), Simon Fraser University

Attachments:

1. External Review Report (June 2013)
2. Department of Statisticsand Actuarial Science Action Plan

cc Claire Cupples, Dean, Faculty of Science
Richard Lockhart, Chair, Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science
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EXTERNAL REVIEW REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS AND ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

Sheldon Lin,Jane Pendergast and John Stufken

June 28, 2013

I. Overview

The reviewteam for the Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science at Simon Fraser University

(SFU) consisted ofTom Archibald (SFU), Sheldon Lin (University ofToronto), Jane Pendergast

(University of Iowa), and John Stufken (Chair; University of Georgia). All members of the team had
access in advance of their visit to an extensive self-study prepared by the department, including
multiple appendices with data, plansand CVs. The external members of the team arrived inVancouver
on April 9, 2013, and met with university administrators and members ofthe department during three
full days on April 10-12, 2013. The local team member, Tom Archibald, was invaluable asa resource by
being able to provide information about practices and policies at SFU during the visit, but did not
participate inthe writing of this report. The findings in this report are primarily based on information
obtained from the self-study and the meetings.

Upfront we wantto emphasize that this department greatly enhances the reputation of SFU and that it
iswell worth investing in. We will address some of the department's strengthsinthis report, but there is
a natural tendency in reports like this to focus on issues that needattentionorimprovement. Afterall,
attention to suchissues iscritical for a departmentto become better.This report isno exception,but
we urge the reader to keep in mind that the team's positive overall impression of the department
cannot be overstated.

The department wasfounded in 2001 when itsplit off from the former Department of Mathematics and
Statistics. While a relatively youngdepartment, it has beenable to build anexcellent reputation, both in
Statistics andActuarial Science, andwas recently designated asa Centre of Excellence bythe Societyof
Actuaries. Starting with10faculty in 2001, the department has nowgrown to 21 faculty, including an
activeemeritus professor. This growthoccurred primarily during the first sixyears of the department.
With increasing demandssince that time, and everincreasing opportunities for collaborations in adata-
driven era (including "Big Data" opportunities), it is thus nosurprise that the departmentcurrently
appears to be stretched to its limits. The fact that some major contributors have left SFU in recent years
(Randy Sitter; Charmaine Dean) only compounds this problem. On the positive side, the department
learned during the team's visitthat its potential star, Jiguo Cao, will return to SFU, along with hiswife.
A changing funding environment inCanada, whichwill require majoradjustments at SFU and inthe
department, will also provide majorchallenges. We will return to these issues laterinthe report.



Two ofthe department's faculty are housed on the Surrey campus and spend only one day per week on

the Burnabycampus. These faculty nevertheless seem to be an integral and valuable partof the
department, and with the current uncertainty about how the Surrey campus will develop, we strongly
believe that it would be wise to maintain the department's presence in Surrey.

The department has multiple areas of focus, includingstatistics, biostatistics, and actuarial science. It

has existing degree programsin statistics and actuarial science and wants to develop new degrees or
streams inactuarial science and biostatistics. Areas of strength within statistics include design and
analysisof experiments and environmetrics. Overall, the department's strength is especially in applied

statistics, in a wide variety of areasof application. In that sense, the department takes advantage ofthe
sentiment expressed by the famous statisticianJohnTukey: "The best thing about being a statistician is

that you get to play in everyone else'sbackyard." With the enormous amount of data collected in
virtually every discipline nowadays,we believethat there areeven many more opportunities for
interdisciplinary collaboration forthe department, both interms of teaching and research. But we also

believe that the university and department face formidable obstacles in taking advantage ofthese

opportunities.

Staff supportappears to be good, but faces serious challenges interms of handling the demand on their
time. We believe that this is an issue that needs serious and urgent attention.

The atmosphere inthe department isremarkably congenial. Faculty, staff and students seem to have
excellentrelationships. On issues with differentopinions, there isdiscussion, often informally, and all
livewith the decisionsthat are made. We applaud the harmoniousworking atmosphere, which is rare
andappears to benefit productivity. We do howeverbelievethat the department could in some
instances benefit from a more formal governance structure. This could helpwith makingsome difficult
choices that lay ahead, which should beaddressed proactively, and could also benefitthe growth of
junior faculty in becoming the next leaders of the department.

II. Terms of Reference

We begin by briefly addressing specific questions in the Terms of Reference. A moresubstantive
discussion on virtually all of these issuescanbe found inthe remainder of the report.

a) The quality of the Department's teaching programs ishigh andthere aremeasures in place to
ensure their evaluation and revision. Based on our examination and interviews, we believe that

the department's teaching programsare of high quality.The faculty represent a broadvariety
of interests, and seem to be genuinelyinterested inteaching the students. Students are forthe
most partvery happy with the instruction that they receive.There are some challenges in
offeringcourses ina timely manner, andthe fairly extensive use of sessional instructors also
creates some challenges.The department is inthe midst of reviewing its curriculum, with the
review of some programs having been completed and others still in progress.



b) The quality offaculty research is high andfacultycollaboration andinteraction provides a
stimulating academic environment to identify neworemerging areas that shouldbepursued.
There isample evidence in the form of awards, grants and visibilityinthe profession that
faculty have been very successful in their research endeavors. The department seems to
encourage and value a wide variety of different research directions, with greater emphasis on
applied than theoretical explorations. However, there appear to be obstacles for exploring new
research directions and multidisciplinary or multi-institutional collaborations, both within the
university and with the NSERC funding modelfor individual researchers. While the latter has
seen some recent changes, some of these will present only greater challenges for Statistics. As
presented in more detail later, we believe that there isa need for more discussion of funding
opportunities and challengesfor Statisticsat SFU, both withinthe department and between
the department and the university administration, especially the office of the VP for Research.

c) The Department members participate in theadministration oftheunit andtake anactive role in
thedissemination of knowledge. Multiple seniorfacultyhave over the years served in positions
of leadership for the department, and have, byall accounts, done so verysuccessfully. Faculty
who serve inthese positions discuss issueswithother members of the department, often
informally, and then make decisions. This lack offormality ingovernanceseems to serve the
department well for the most part, but could create problems withfuture retirementsor other
changesin personnel. Junior faculty are very satisfied with the supportand mentoring that they
receive, and this isalso true for most of the students. Many students observed that access to
faculty isexcellent, and that many ofthe faculty arevery helpful inproviding excellent advice.
Nonetheless, closer monitoringof assignments of graduate students to faculty, which are
confounded byfinancial considerations, could perhapshaveidentified a few assignments that
apparently did not work out so well.

d) The environment isconducive to theattainment of theobjectives of theDepartment The
atmosphere inthe department isremarkably congenial, which appearsto benefitproductivity
and attainment of the department's objectives.

A. Issues of Interest to the Department and University

We nowturn to the more specific questions included inthe Termsof Referencedocument.

1) Evaluate the Department's teaching resources, particularly for the Actuarial Science group
to adequately sustain its growing level of activity. In order to teach its courses, the
department must relyfairly heavily on sessional instructors.Thiscan benefit the students at
times (forexample, it isactuallyessential that some of the Actuarial Sciencecourses are taught
bysessional instructorswith industryexperience), but can also cause major problems. In
Statistics, usinga sessional instructor may mean having to use someone with limited teaching



experience. InActuarial Science, sessional instructors have demanding industry positions with

salaries that will always make their pay from SFU seem trivial. Courses must at times be
replaced, as a result of a particular sessional instructor being unavailable to teach that term. We
strongly support the department in its request for hiringa Lecturer to teach Statistics courses;
this would reduce the reliance on sessional instructors in that area. For Actuarial Science, it

would seem wise to buildas large a pool of potential sessional instructors as possible, although
this will be challenging because the number of companies with a large pool of actuaries isvery
limited in the Vancouver area. Ifthe department isto expand in various new directions (see also

item 2 below), while simultaneously meeting the growing interest in statistics (which is not just

an SFU phenomenon as demonstrated by a 2013 Amstat News article by the Director for

Science Policyof the American Statistical Association; link), then it would also be imperative to

recruit new faculty who can lead efforts in these new directions. ATier 1 Canada Research Chair

could be instrumental for accomplishing this.

2) Evaluate the Department's hiring strategy. Hiring opportunities for the department have

been limited during the last years. With possible retirements in its near future, this isa good
time for the department to discussa hiring strategy. We do not believethat the department
can be successful in pursuingallof the variousnew directions that it has been considering, such
as a 4+1BSc/MSc program in Statistics, a PhD program inActuarial Science, an MSc stream in
Biostatistics coupled with becoming a major player in SFU'sexpansion inthe health sciences,
and entering the "Big Data"arena. Choices will have to be made, and targeted hires, insome
cases at the senior level, will be critical. Itdoes not appear that these issues have seen a

sufficiently broad discussion within the department.

3) Suggest strategies foraccommodating the actuarial students' need for accessto Finance
courses. Inview of the current number of actuarial faculty and the demands on their time, we

discourage the department from developing itsown finance courses at this time.Thereappear
to be two challenges. First, accessto some ofthe currently offeredfinance courses islimited for
the actuarial students. Second, in order to take the finance courses that the actuarial students
need, they also need to take prerequisite courses that they don't really need forthe actuarial
program, thereby unnecessarily delaying theirtimeto graduation. Ifthe Business School is
unable to accommodate the need of the actuarial students within the current curriculum, then

the department shouldwork withthe Business School to developand teach newcoursesand
reach a solutionthat is mutuallyagreeable. This may requiredecanal discussions, but inviewof
the already high reliance on sessional instructors, it seems lessthan idealto develop new
finance coursesspecifically for the actuarial students unless that isthe onlysolution to the
problem.

4) Evaluate the quality ofthe graduate program from the perspective of student experience,
enrollments, completion times/rates, financial support and specialization areas in relation
[to] student placements and access to courses outside the department (e. g. finance
courses in Beedie School). Should the department explore expansion of its streams to



include Biostatistics, a course-based one year master's degree and strengthening the

course requirements for the PhD? Do the students in [...] the actuarial program have any

difficulties [?]

It is impossible to give a brief response to this set of questions, but the issues raised here have

been addressed elsewhere in this report.

5) Suggest possibilities for the future evolution ofthe Department at the SFU Surrey campus.

At this point in time, there is considerable uncertainty about how the SFU Surrey campus will

develop.At the moment there are few programsthat are exclusively based at Surrey,but ifthe
Surreycampus becomes the primaryhome of Health Sciences, for example, then it would be
imperative for Statistics to expand its presence there as well. For now, we recommend that the
current presence be maintained. Facultymembers at the Surrey campus are heavilyinvolved in
teaching and consultingthere, and consistentlyspend one day per week at the Burnaby
campus, where they have an opportunity to interact with other members of the department.

III. Teaching

A. Undergraduate Programs in Statistics

1. Overview of Current Programs

Thedepartment offers an honours program, a major program, and a minor program in statistics. All
three ofthese programs haverecently been revised, partly following recommendations bythe
American StatisticalAssociation. It istoo earlyto judge the successof the revisions, but byall
appearances these programs appearto bewell designed and cover a wide variety oftopics in statistics.
We have nosuggestions forchanges, butdo recommend that the departmentcarefully monitors the
effectiveness ofthe changesthat haverecently been made.This alsoapplies to service courses, which
have alsoseen large increases in enrollments. Itwould not be uncommon that some ofthe students in
the service courses would choose to pursue a minor or even major in statistics.

Theundergraduate majorprogramhasseen an enormous increase instudents overthe past years,
going from 153 approved majors in 2007/08 to 213 in 2011/12 (Table 2 in Appendix 1). Thenumber of
minors has alsoseen a large percentage jump, but the head counts are more modest. There isalmost
certainlypotential for an even larger increase, but this would severelychallengethe department's
capacity. While some of the increasesmay be due to the recent program revisions and/or policy
changes regarding declarationof a student's major, it is likely that there are other contributing factors.
The increasesare consistent with growth instatistics seen at many universities in NorthAmerica
because of an ever increasingdemand for graduates with strong quantitative skills. Thishas led to more
media exposure for "Big Data" and statistics (e.g. Google's Hal Varian's 2009statement: "I keep saying
the sexyjob inthe next ten years will be statisticians") and more exposure for statistical issues (e.g. the



2010Canadian debate on the long-form census). In the US, and perhaps also in Canada, statistics has
become much more prominent in high school education (and before), in part through the enormous
growthof Advanced Placement (AP) Statisticsand other "data-centric"math courses,and more
exposure to statistics and probability inmathematics textbooks. Asa result, more students know about
statistics as a possible discipline by the time that they come to college.

Co-op educationappears to be lesspopular, and probably lessneeded, among statisticsstudents than
among actuarial science students.While wecanimagine situations in which a co-op experience would
be useful for statistics majors, including to broaden their perspective inmakingchoicesfor further
graduate study instatistics,given the wide arrayofstatistical techniquesfordifferenttypes ofdata, it
may be more beneficial for students who are seeking a bachelor's degree to take as manycoursesas is
reasonable to acquire greater breadth in the discipline. In addition, it appeared that finding good
matches in co-op positions forstatistics majors was somewhat problematic, in that the experience did
not allow them ample opportunities to use their statisticalskills. In order not to increasetime to
graduation further (this is an issue is rightfully given some attention by the department), andto provide
students witha broadeducation,we believe that it isbest for undergraduatestatisticsmajors to forego
the co-op experience, unless there isa truly uniqueopportunity.

2. Statistics Minors Program and Service Teaching in Statistics
Itis hard to distinguish between the courses required for a minor in statistics and the courses the
department would consider "service courses", since a number ofcourses fulfill both purposes
simultaneously. Enrollments in these courses consist ofa mix ofstudents planning to receive a minor in
statistics and students from other disciplines whowant or need some exposure to statistics.

The department added new courses in 2012 to facilitate the pursuit ofa statistics minor without the
historical emphasis on mathematical underpinnings. This will help students from other disciplines to
consider obtaining a minor in statistics even ifthey do nothave a strong background in mathematics.
Minors with a stronger background in mathematics still have the option to choose from courses that are
mathematically more challenging. Among the new courses that require less mathematics arecourses
onmultivariate analysis, timeseries analysis, and statistical programming. These courses have just
beenoffered forthe first time,and had healthy enrollments of50to 100 students. This is quite high for
courses beyond the typical first and second introductory statistics courses. We applaud these changes,
which areconsistent with guidelines by the American Statistical Association, and note that versions of
ithave been implemented at otheruniversities. The statistics minor degree exposes students to a wide
variety ofimportant topics. The number ofapproved statistics minors is listed as17 for 2011/12, which is
larger than before. While this number is still small, we expect that there is excellent potential for growth
once that students inother departments learnabout the changes that were made.

The non-calculus undergraduateservice courses that the department offersinclude STAT 100(a
"Science Breadth" course on Chance and Data Analysis), STAT 101(general introductory course), STAT
201 (introductory course forthe life sciences), STAT 203 (introductory course forthe social sciences),
STAT 302 (asecond course on data collection and analysis), STAT 305 (a second course aimed at the



Health Sciences) and STAT 403 (a more specializedand advanced small classon design and sampling).

STAT 101, 201and 203are also offered as online courses.These seven service courses, including the
online offerings and offerings at both the Burnaby and Surrey campuses, have seen a large increase in

enrollments over the past few years, going from a total of 1433 in 2007/08 to 2906 in 2011/12 (103%

increase over five years). This growth has primarily occurred in STAT 100, 203,302 and the new offering

305. STAT 270 isa calculus based introductory course to Probabilityand Statistics for majors, which is

alsotaken as a service course by students from more mathematically oriented disciplines. It is hard to

predict whether further increases in enrollment willoccur, but it is safe to say that some knowledge of

statistics will remain highly relevant for many disciplines, so that enrollments for service courses are

expected to remain large.

Service courses are also being taught on the Surrey campus, for example as part of the Faculty of

Science's interdisciplinary Management and Systems Science program,which is directed by statistics

faculty member Tom Loughin. Sections of STAT 100, 201, 203and 270are routinely offered there, for a

total of sixcourses peryear. Basedon enrollments,these courses provide an important service fora
growing community on that campus. There isactually a demand foradditional courses, including an
engineering statistics course. IfHealth Sciences moves to Surrey, then the demand will only grow.The
faculty who currently spend most of their time in Surrey (Tom Loughin, Dave Campbell and Marie
Loughin) not only play an importantrole inteaching the courses, but also play a valuable role through
their statistical consulting activities there.

3. Challenges
A commendable and critical component of service teaching on both the Burnaby and Surreycampuses
(although with limited hours for the latter) is the Statistics Workshop, which is currently partially held in
space shared withthe Mathematics department. The Workshop, managed by Senior Lecturer Robin
Insley, provides drop-in assistance for all students taking service courses. With at leastone TA present
at all times onthe Burnaby campus, studentscan get assistance with understanding course material,
homework problems orassignments, orwith computing problems. The TAsalso servethe instructors
who teach the service coursesby providing marking for homework assignments and exams. The
Workshop appears to be working remarkably well and is highly beneficial for the students,TAs, and
faculty. The available space for this activity isbecoming very problematic with the enrollment increases
inthe service courses. Further increases will undoubtedly have a negative impact on availability of this
valuable service. Moreover, given that Robin Insley will be looking at retirement within the next years, it
is important forthe department to prepare for a smooth transition.

In view of the significant increase indemand for the teaching of statistics, the department observes in
its self-study that:

"We think ouruseofsessional instructors is too high andthat the number of courses we actually offeris too
low. We thinkthat the way forward is to make a teachingappointment—aLecturer orSeniorLecturer—a
priority."



We concur with this assessment and path forward. Obtaining qualified sessional instructors isvery
challenging in statistics, and will at times inevitably result in the hiring of weak or inexperienced

instructors. It also requires considerable faculty and administrative effort to identify and contract with
them and to juggle course offerings to accommodate their availabilities. To assure continuity and a
high level of qualityof instruction, recruitinga Lecturerwho isa devoted teacher will be very beneficial.
To be competitive, we would advise aiming for a teaching load of 6 courses per year, in which case this
individual can also be asked to make other contributions to the department. While the primary focus of

such a hire should be on the quality of teaching, the department might want to give preference to an
individual with an interest in statistics education, which isa growing area of emphasis in statistics. Asan

example, the ASA Section on Statistical Education (link) also includes lecturers among its officers.

B. Undergraduate Program in Actuarial Science

i. Overview of Current Program

Theundergraduate and MSc programs inactuarial science are the only actuarial programs inthe
Province of British Columbia. The undergraduate program isa restricted program. Undergraduate
students who intendto enroll inthe programare admittedto the Departmentof Statisticsand
Actuarial Science during the first yearas 'intendedmajors' andformally acceptedintothe actuarial
program aftertheyhave metthe program requirements. About 25 students areaccepted into the
program each yearfrom a pool ofover 50 students. Most graduates from the program areemployed by
the insurance industry across Canada anda few goto graduate schools in Canada andthe U.S.A.

The program provides very solid actuarial education. Its curriculum offers all the necessary courses for
the first 5actuarial professional exams sponsored by the Society ofActuaries (SOA) in the preliminary
education category and courses for the SOA's Validation by Education Experience (VEE) credits. The
program also offers courses onpractical topics such aspension and property and casualty insurance.
The program has recently gone through astrict accreditation process by theCanadian Institute of
Actuaries (CIA) underthe University Accreditation Program (UAP) and isnow accredited bythe CIA.
Students in the program can receive credits towards the Fellowship ofthe CIA (upon approval) when
they pass certain university courses with minimal grades set by the UAP. The program and thegraduate
program are among 24 actuarial programs in theworld designated by theSOA asaCentre ofActuarial
Excellence (CAE).

The program is relatively small in size buthas a very good reputation. It is able to attracttop students
with a strong quantitative background each year. The students have a high pass ratefor the SOA
exams, which help them find internships and full timejobs. We have metseveral studentsfrom the
program. They are in general satisfied with the education they have received.

The program hasa successful co-op program. Ithasthe highest participation rate across all programs at
the University. The majority ofthe students have at leastone work term beforegraduation and the
internships often lead to full time jobs afterwards.



2. Challenges and Concerns

The actuarialgroup has 4 full time facultymembers: Gary Parker,Cary Tsai, Yi Lu and BarbaraSanders.
Parker isthe director for both the undergraduate and MSc programs and Sanders isthe accreditation
actuary required bythe CIA to ensure compliance with the accreditation requirements.BothParkerand
Sanders are heavily involved inacademic advising, administration, and job placement for both the
undergraduate and MSc programs and receive coursededuction for those activities. Taking sabbatical
leaves into account, there are essentially 3.0 FTE faculty members for teaching in any given semester,

which isnot enough to coverall the core actuarial courses. Twocoursesare currentlytaught by
statisticiansand two others bysessional instructors. As a resultof the shortage of actuarialfaculty, the
program isunable to offersummercourses. Some studentswhohave an internship during the Fall or
Winter semester are unable to take certain required courses inorder to graduate in a timely manner.

The current solution isto replace such courses byeither courses instatistics and economics or by
reading courses. Given the importance ofthe internship experiences, a long-term solution forthis
situation would require hiring more actuarial faculty members.

As a professionally oriented program, a numberof upperdivision courseson practical applications must
betaught by sessional instructors who aresenior actuaries from industry. Due to a relatively small pool
ofavailable qualified actuaries andtheirdemanding professional schedules, the number andtiming of
these course offerings is adversely affected. Courses mustat times be rescheduled on short notice to
another semester, which can impactthe students' program ofstudy.Thedepartment hasdone an
excellent jobofjuggling thesecourses to make sure thestudents' graduations arenotdelayed, butlack
ofcontrol overthe availability ofthe sessional instructors makes course planning difficult. Having a
larger pool ofinterested and qualified actuaries from industry to function assessional instructors is
essential forstability ofthe program. To improve the situation, the department could consider raising
stipends for these courses in order to attract more actuaries to teach. Hiring junior actuaries from
insurance companies asteaching assistants could also help to build a long-term solution astheycould
potentiallybecome future instructors for these courses.

Asignificant number ofstudents in the program areforeign born. Some ofthemarehampered by
weakeroraland written communication skills in English. Currently the department offersan actuarial
section ofSTAT 300W. Thecourse istaught bya parttimesessional from industry and focuses on
presentation and business reporting. However, several students and the representatives from the Co
operative education program that we spoke with felt that the course was insufficient to help students
improve their communication and especially writing skills. In orderto help students,the department
shouldaddress this issue, possibly byworking withexpertsat SFU in teaching English communication
forforeign students. As this isundoubtedly a problem affecting students inmany disciplines, we
encouragethe University administration to consider howbest to provide the needed support/training
(e.g., writing labs, accessto self-paced online instruction, etc.).While individual departments can
provide some training, it is likely to be both moreefficient and more productive to havelanguage
experts engaged in it.



The department proposes in its self-study to offer a 100 level 'Breadth' course in actuarial science,

similar to STAT ioo, to introduce basic topics in insurance. We think that this is an excellent idea. Not
only would the course serve as a recruitment tool to attract more mathematically talented students but

also would give the intended majors in actuarial science an earlier exposure to actuarial science. The

latter would help those students reassess their choice and possibly reduce the number of mismatches

down the road.

3. Finance Courses

Twocore financial subjects in the actuarial curriculum are Corporate Finance and Financial Derivatives.
The former is required for VEE credit towards the Fellowship of the Society of Actuaries and the latter is
required bythe CIA accreditation and also part of the SOA exam MFinancial Economics (MFE). A
number of actuarial programs inCanada (Laval University, University ofToronto, University of
Waterloo, Western University, for example) offer their own courses on these subjects, usually one
coursefor each subject. At SFU, actuarial students take 3coursesfromthe Beedie School of Business to
meet the programrequirementsinthis area: BUSI312 plus one of BUSI315 or BUSI316 for Corporate
Financeand BUSI 419for Financial Derivatives. Aspointed out inthe self-study document and bythe
actuarial faculty during the interview, in orderto take BUSI 419, students must take a seriesof 6
courses, including three upperdivision (300-level) courses, fromthe Business School as prerequisites.
Two issues arise: (i) due to the policy changesbythe Business School in recentyears, actuarial students
have had greatdifficulty in getting access to the upper division business courses, and (ii) a significant
portion ofthe material covered in these 6 courses is notcritically important foractuaries. Itwould be
more beneficial for actuarialstudents to replace the nonessential topics inthese coursesbysome topics
in mathematics and statistics.

Underthe current situationwhere the department does not havethe teaching resourcesfor the
aforementioned two subjects, wewould suggest that cooperative efforts be made to permitactuarial
studentsto enroll in certain upper division business courses andto explore the feasibility ofa "fast-
track" series of fewer courses so that the students could access the required course (BUSI 419) more

quickly. We understand that the actuarial students tendto beamong the stronger students in these
classes, and could easily handlea faster pace- as could some ofthe business students. Discussions at
the Decanal level on this matter would be needed. Althoughstudents taking more business courses are
to beencouraged, we agree with the department that the current arrangement onthesetwoparticular
financial subjects is cumbersome and notideal to serve actuarial students' needs in meeting their
professional requirements. In the long term,the department might need to offer itsown courses, as
many actuarial programs do.They could betaught by instructors from the business school or by a fifth
actuarial faculty member.

4. The Certificate Program

The undergraduate certificate program was the first actuarial program at SFU, but it isno longer viable.
The current enrollment isverysmall, as onlyveryfewsecond-degree students will enroll inthe
program.Undergraduatestudents and most interested second-degree students enroll inthe major
program in actuarial science. The reason forthe lack of interestfrom second-degree students is that the
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program offers no degree and students cannot complete the program in one year ifthey want to have

allthe VEE credits and enough courses for preparing the SOAexams. Most second-degree students
prefer the major program, even it takes longer to complete. The department plans to replace the
certificate program with a one-year course-based post-graduate diploma program using the existing

300- and 400-level actuarial core courses. Eliminatingthe certificate program is definitely sensible, but
we are not entirely convinced that the post-graduate diploma program issuch a great idea. It might

face similar enrollment problems as the certificate program, and strong students could always be

encouraged to enroll in the current MSc program.

C. Graduate Programs in Statistics and Actuarial Science

1. The MSc and PhD Program in Statistics

Given that SFU is a Master's oriented institution, it is no surprise that the MSc program in statistics is

considerably larger than the PhD program. Atthe time of the review, the MSc program is undergoing
substantial revision. Besides course work, MSc students are required to participate in statistical

consulting, havethe option of participating in the co-opprogram, and must complete a writtenand
orally defended project. We believe that the program provides the students witha very solid training.
Thedepartment reports that 21MSc students havegraduated since2010, with 4 having gone on to PhD
programs and mostothers to positions in various areasof industry. The program appearsto be very
successful.

ThePhD program does not require much formal course work beyond the MSc level, in contrastto
requirements at many other institutions. (We understand that there is a difference between PhD
degree requirements in Canada andthe US, but, for example, the statistics PhD program at the
University ofToronto requires the equivalent of6one-semester courses foritsprogram.) The number
ofincoming PhD students is about3 peryear. With such a small number, it isimportant to bring in
strong students. The departmentusually grooms itsbest MSc studentsto become PhD students. This is
a sensible strategy,andthe departmentappears to have beenvery successful in producing some
outstanding PhD graduates.

For the MSc degree,SFU would like to see studentsfinish in 2years (or6semesters). Ofthe 21 students
who graduated with an MSc in statistics since 2010,8 studentsfinished in 6 semesters, 10students in 7
semesters, and 3students in8 semesters. Acourse based MSc, to which we will return later, might
allowmore students to finish withinthe desired 2 years. Forthe 11students who graduated from the
PhD program since 2010,1 student graduated in 11 semesters, 2students in 12semesters, 2students in
16semesters, 1 student in18semesters, 2 students in19semesters, 2 students in 20semesters, and 1
student in 21semesters. Especially inview of the limited courseworkfor the PhD program,the
department should find ways to help reduce these times.

2. Challenges and Concerns

Incoming students receive a support package that requires them to be assigned to a supervisor. The
graduate programchairgivescareful consideration to these assignments, aiming for reasonable
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matches between incoming students and supervisors, and consults with potential supervisors priorto

finalizing assignments. For the most part, this system seems to work well. It did however become clear

during our discussions with graduate students that the quality of advice that students receive can differ.

The graduate students were generallyvery positive about the graduate programchairand the faculty

(quality of instruction, accessibility, interest in students), but a few students did not seem to get proper

or timely advice. We believe that there is room for improvement by more actively monitoring that

students receive adequate and consistent advice and are make the necessary progress. For example, if

a faculty supervisor is on leave, it is important that the student knows who willsubstitute forthe
supervisorand providethe needed advice. Also, the annual review of graduate students is,accordingto

some of the students, neither taken too seriouslyby their supervisors nor used as an opportunity by the

department for receiving student feedback. Given that students depend on their supervisors for
funding, it can be intimidating for students to be frank ifthere are problemswith the supervisor-
student relationship. The department should provide explicit informationon formal and confidential
ways for students to provide feedback.

Ourmeeting with graduate students wasthe onlymeeting in which we heard serious complaints.
However, it is importantto note that the vast majority of students appeared to be very happywiththe
program, and the complaints camefrom justa few very vocal students.A primary source for the
complaints seemed to be the vast differences in background of students who entered the program. For
example, some came from mathematics programs, and struggled withtheircourse work because they
were unfamiliar with basic statistical concepts.At the other end of the spectrum, some students
seemedto struggle with basic mathematical tools, and expected a program that wasmore oriented
towards computation and that would prepare them more directly for jobs in industry, rather than for a
research-oriented degree. This isachallenging issue since studentswho are interested in statistics can
have verydifferent backgrounds. This diversity in backgrounds can be beneficial, and some statistics
departments (but notall) encourage itthrough their admissions process. It seemsthat the department
has struggled a bitwiththis issue, though itwasnotclear whethermuchdiscussion among all faculty
has taken place. We feel that thisshould beastrategic planning issue, and thusstrongly encourage all
faculty to engage in a broader discussion onwhattype ormix of graduate studentsthe department
would like to attract. Ifa department decides to recruit studentsthat span a broad spectrum in terms of
theirbackgrounds, then studentswho are not adequately prepared for the first-year core courses
should be directed to remedial courses, whether to an introductory statistics course or to a course that

coversessential mathematical concepts, so that they cansucceed inthe program. Alternatively, one
could try to attracta more homogeneousstudent body, with all students seeminglywell prepared to
handlethe demands of the first year.We understandthat the currentgraduate program chair makes a
concerted effort to recruit students who appearto be readyto handlethe first-year courses. We believe
that this isa good strategy, but would recommend that students nonetheless be monitored closely
during the first year and that the different recruiting strategies be discussed more broadly inthe
department-this is an issue that affects all faculty.
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3. Graduate Service Teaching in Statistics

Just as for undergraduate students, basic knowledge of statistical methods is increasinglyimportant for
graduate students. The department offers graduate level servicecourses for some disciplines, primarily
from Biology, Resourceand EnvironmentalManagement (REM), and Biomedical Physiology and
Kinesiology (BPK). However, these courses tend to be combined with undergraduate applied and
service courses. This is not an uncommon model, usually driven by a lackof resources that would be
requiredfor separate courses, but not ideal.The number of graduate students inthese service courses
is relativelylow.The department also feels that the courses do not meet the sometimes more
specialized needs of graduate students. Toaddress this, the department proposesthe use of smaller
modules, inwhichspecifictopics are taught ina relatively short period of time, just like short courses.
This isan interesting idea, although it is not clearto us howsuccessful it can be. Formost students,
statistical thinking isnot natural, and material taught during the relatively short durationofa module
may give them justenough knowledge to bedangerously over-confident in theirstatistical abilities, but
notenough to have a real understanding ofconcepts and issues. Nonetheless, the idea ofthe useof
modules isoriginal and, in view ofthe lack of resources, worth a try. There will be issues with
implementation ofthisplan, such as in deciding which modules should betaught, prerequisites foreach
module, whenthey should be taught, how much credit a faculty member receives forteachinga
module, andsoon. It might also bethat some ofthesearebestteam-taught, possibly with a faculty
member from anotherdiscipline whocanprovide a perspective in terms ofapplications that cannotbe
provided aseasily by a statistician and that may provide important insights to students from that other
discipline.

It isunfortunate that the university does not provide a properincentive for the department to meet the
service teaching needs at the graduate level. Graduate students often seethe direct relevance of
statistics to theirwork, are highly motivated, andcanmove through material at a much faster pace.
The current resource flow would not support or reward the departmentfordeveloping more graduate
level service courses.We believe it to be critically importantthat this be changed, and expect that it is
an issue withother graduate programs as well. This would havemanybenefitsforthe university. It
would provide studentsin otherdisciplines with critical knowledge andunderstanding in a data-driven
era,would help to foster interdisciplinary collaborations, and would improve research quality across
campus andimprove competitiveness for external funding. Moreover, itwould befarmore efficient and
effective forthe department to be involved inall teaching ofstatistics on campus. As it isnow, multiple
departmentsteach their own flavor ofstatistics to theirown students, both at the graduateand
undergraduate level. Instructors ofsuch courses, which alsoexistto varying degreesat someother
institutions,are often not aware of the latest statistical methods, fail to understand the underpinnings
ofthe methodologies, and tend to teach only the methods that they were taught whenthey were
students. The same could be said for instruction in areas of interest to statisticians. Statistics students

could benefit from courses in computer science-e.g., high-dimensionalcomputing—which are best
taught by content experts in those areas.
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4- The MSc Program in Actuarial Science

The MSc program isthe only co-op graduate program in actuarial science in Canada. It has been very
successful. There do not seem to be any major issues of concern. All the students we met are very
satisfied with the training they received and the internship opportunities the program provided. We
heard that allthe students inthe program have had at least one work term. Giventhat most insurance
companies are headquartered in Eastern Canada,this is remarkable.Withthe reputation the program
has established and the demand from students, the department should consider gradual expansion of
the MSc programwhenthere are adequate teaching resources to support suchan expansion.

5. Actuarial Research/PhD Program

The actuarialfacultyare dedicated and committed educators devoting most of their time to teaching,
academicadvising and students supervision, which leaves littletime for research. As a result, it is
challenging forthe actuarial faculty, especially the junior faculty members, to develop a strong research
program. Lack of PhD students in actuarial science further hampers their research productivity. The
department has,forthe firsttime, admitted a PhD student inactuarial science and the student will be
co-supervised bya statistician. The department plans to develop a PhD program in actuarial science in
the nearfuture, and we support this goal. Having a PhD program inactuarial sciencewould not only
raise the profile of the department in the actuarial academic community, but would alsoattract a great
amountof interestfrom strongstudents domestically and internationally. Since there isa global
shortage ofactuarial faculty, the demand forgraduates from this program would be high. Furthermore,
the modeling group andrisk management group ofall major insurance companies are hiring PhDs in
actuarial science. However, given the current faculty resources, the department doesnotappear to be
well-positioned to launch and support such a program.

6. Initiative on Joint Program with the Business School
The department is considering ajointgraduate program with the business school in Actuarial Science
and Financial Engineering. Undoubtedly, the existing faculty have the expertise and qualifications to
successfully develop andrun the program, butit is unclear whether sufficient resources from outside
the department can beallocated for thisprogram. The resources currently within the department could
not be used to develop andsustain this program without further sacrificing the access to courses and
quality of the current programs.

7. Additional Recommendations for Actuarial Science
It isclearfromour meetings withthe faculty and fromthe self-studythat the faculty resources in
actuarial science are barely adequate for the current undergraduate and MSc programs. Unless a 5th
facultymember is hired inactuarial science,the department does not have the resources to carryout
the various initiatives it proposes, i.e.,the PhD program inactuarial science,the joint graduate program
with the business school and the post-degree diploma program. Asdiscussed, several of these
proposed initiatives are meritorious,and a strong case can be made for hiring at least one additional
faculty member inthe area. However, ina time of budget challenges,this need should be weighed
against other needs. (See the later discussion in this report.) If a 5th person is hired in actuarial science,
we recommend that this be an established senior researcher in the area of financial insurance. In

addition to improving teaching resources, the senior person would be able to provide leadership in
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research and in developing the PhD program. Financial insurance isone of the most important research

areas in actuarial science and an area that attracts a large number of PhD students. A hire inthis area
would help a successful launch of the PhD program. Itwould also help with developing the finance

courses if no agreement can be reached with the business school.

The department needs to develop a strategic plan and set priorities for enhancing existing programs
and developing new ones. Foractuarial science, the faculty are already overburdened by teaching and
administration, and their research has suffered as a result. Evenwith an additional faculty member,
implementing all the aforementioned initiatives overa short period oftime would be difficult. Among
these initiatives inactuarial science, it seems to us that, ifone or more persons are hired to increase

teaching capacity,then priority should be given to development of the PhD program.

D. Additional Areas for Future Program Development
With a changing world, it isnot surprising that an energeticand talented faculty would be thinking
about newopportunities and future program development, as well as howto helpstudents obtaina
graduate degree more quickly. Several opportunities proposed by the faculty in actuarial science have
beendiscussed in the previous sections. Proposed key areasforfuture development outside the areaof
actuarial science are:

1. Development of an MScdegree in Biostatistics.
2. Anon-research-oriented, course-based MSc degree as an alternative to the MSc thesis degree.
3. Partnership withComputerScience fora degree focusing on abilities to dealwith"Big Data"

issues and research opportunities.
4. A"4+1" or "3+2" combined degree" program inwhich the student would earn both a bachelor

and master level degree.

These are discussed separately below.

1. Program in Biostatistics
Astudent witha BSc, MSc or PhD degree in Biostatistics has manyopportunities intoday's world, such
as inareas of medical or public-healthresearch,drug development, medical devicedevelopment,
health care assessment and regulation, and academics. However, newareas havedevelopedwhich
also demand the data modeling, model assessment, and predictionexpertise of a biostatistician such as
statisticalgenetics (discovery of genome associations or causational relationships with humandiseases
and traits) and analysis of "big data" (generated through administrative records on the use of health
care services, medications, preventive health care, etc.). The demand for students trained in
Biostatistics isstrong and increasing internationally-especially inChina, where they recently
announced the formation of 50 new academic programs in their Universities to build capacity in this
area. The opportunities for BScdegrees in Biostatistics are more limited than either MScor PhD
degrees, as those with a BSc will be ina position to implement the methodology under the direction of
someone more senior, but generally would not have sufficienttraining to be making independent
bio/statistical decisions.
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The core coursework for degrees in biostatistics isoften very similar to that in statistics, and from that
perspective, much is in placeto move inthis direction.There would be some differences in focus/topics,
such as formal training in design of clinical trials, comparative effectiveness, and survival analysis, but

generallythe topics covered now for the graduate degrees in statistics would be applicable to

biostatistics as well. There isone introductory course, Introduction to Biostatistical Methodsfor Health
Sciences (STAT 305),which is suitable for basic understanding at the undergraduate level or at the

graduate level when biostatistics is not the student's primary discipline (servicecourse) but would be
inadequate at an MSc in Biostatistics level. The department has sixtenured or tenure-track faculty with
interests and qualifications in biostatistics (Rachel Altman (Assoc. Prof), Jinguo Cao(Asst. Prof), Jinko
Graham (Assoc. Prof.), Joan Hu (Prof.), Brad McNeney (Assoc. Prof), and Michelle Zhou (Asst. Prof)),
including statistical genetics and bioinformatics. In addition,there aretwo adjunct faculty members
with ties to health-focused agencies (Robert Balshaw, BC Centre for Disease Control, and John Spinelli,

BCCancer Agency).

Anotheropportunity inthis area wouldbe possible partnerships and synergisms with the Faculty of
Health Sciences.Their MPH degree requires one biostatistics course(HSCI801-4: Biostatisticsfor Public
Health Practice), but with more involvement from the Statistics department, a concentration area in

biostatistics and epidemiology could be developed.

Whilethere are many opportunities,there arealsochallenges. Typical academictraining in Biostatistics
includes a component of participation inmedical or public-health research, usually involving a
multidisciplinary team of researchers. The involvementwith real data, challenges of tryingto
understand as muchas possible of the underlying science driving the research, writing reports, and
presenting analyses are common training experiences. A Biostatistics faculty member is usually also
part of that team, and will oversee/direct the activities of the student and provide mentoring asneeded.
This type of training may, in part, be structured intoacourse (e.g., consulting course or practicum), but
typically would be a primary source of funding for agraduate research assistant while enrolled in the
graduate program.

The proximity of Fraser Health to the Surrey campus, aswell asconnections to the BC Cancer Agency
and the BC Centre for DiseaseControl, would most likely provide many opportunities forthis synergism

of education and health research. However, we see two majorchallengesto moving strongly and
quickly inthis direction. First, the current funding structure for faculty andtheir research does not lend
itselfto the typical biostatistical funding model, inwhich faculty are paid, along withtheir graduate
research assistants, to participate in such team research. The traditional external research funding in

the Statistics department comes through NSERC, and primarily supports graduate students to
participate inthe research. Itcannot be used for faculty time, nor is it ableto fund biomedical and
public health research. Ourunderstanding isthat the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)
does fund such research, and according to their website, both Simon Fraser University and Fraser
Health are eligible institutions. However, we do not know the details of this funding mechanism and

thus whether or not it is a viable option to allow/encourage such collaborative partnerships or if it could

be used to support methodological research in biostatistics.
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The second challenge is that the development of a strong graduate degree(s) in Biostatistics will require
an investment of time from one or more faculty champions to buildthe relationships with the Facultyof
Health Science and other researchers in the biomedical/public health arenas within the University, as

well as with Fraser Health or other institutions. The current set of expectations and rewards for faculty
would not permit such a large investment of time and effort unlessthe administration would be willing
to support and fund it. Suchan extensivecommitmentto this development could easily be detrimental
to achieving the academic record necessaryfor promotion (or promotion and tenure), beforethe
rewards of the investment could be realized. Currently, there isonly one person in this interest group at
the Full Professor level, and giventhe tight demands alreadyin placefor her time (aswell as for other
interestedfaculty), it isunlikely that these investment efforts/demands could be met withoutfinancial
support and recognition at all levels ofthe importance ofsuch developmental work.

We notethat the graduate degreeprograms in the Faculty ofHealth Sciences include a Master of Public
health, a Master ofScience, andan interdisciplinary doctoral program. According to theirwebsite, the
Faculty of Health Sciences canofferan MSc with anemphasis in epidemiology and biostatistics
combined, butthey are less well positioned, in termsoffaculty breadth and depth,to offeran MSc in
Biostatistics. Itwould be important to find a wayto train professional biostatisticians that isa win-win
for both Faculties.

Recommendations:

• Work with upper level administration to discuss models andavenues forsupport offaculty time
and graduate research assistants; determine feasibility ofadditional hires (including at least
one at an experienced senior level) for this initiative.

• Initiate conversations with targeted individuals (e.g., respective Deans, department heads) on
the feasibility andfunding models forgreatercollaboration between the Statistics Department
and departments inthe Faculty of Health Sciences.

• Design an MSc degree in Biostatistics to determine what new courses (and faculty to teach
them) would be needed and what the impactwould be on timing ofapplicable coursescurrently
offered.

• Work withthe Faculty of Health Sciences to either involve them inthe teaching ofthis program
orto provide feedback on how well the course contentwill meet the needsofthe students'
future employers.

2. Course-based MSc Program

Thecurrent MSc degree programisfocused on a combination ofdidactic coursework and one-on-one
mentored opportunities to participate ina facultymember's research program. The funding for the
graduateresearch assistantships comes primarily through NSERC grantsobtained bythe faculty, who
have enjoyed a high level ofsuccess in obtaining thistypeoffunding. These studentsgraduatewith a
budding methodological career of their ownand are veryexcited to have had this opportunity.
However, the demand for training instatistics has grown greatly over the past decade, and without
further increases infaculty size, this model seriously limitsthe abilityof the faculty to admit more
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qualifiedstudents. Furthermore, much of the growth, and therefore the demand, is not focused on the

development of statistical methodology, but rather on solving real world problems through the
investigation of existing data or designed experiments. Typically, employers are lookingfor employees
with a solid background in statistical methodology and the skills needed to make judgments, analyze

and interpret data. They are unlikelyto be asking (or expecting) MSclevel graduates to develop new

methodology.

The current program does not address this need, but a course-based MSc curriculum would attract
students interested inthis type of analyticworkand would not requirethe heavytime demands on
faculty generated bythe research-oriented MSc thesisdegree. Since the NSERC funding mechanism
forgraduate research assistantswould not be available forthese students, andthe funding available for
teaching assistants is limited, the expectation isthat they would fund this graduate education
themselves. Itmayalso be possible that they would be funded as researchassistants bycollaborative
research inthe health sciences, should that funding avenue be developed.

Thefaculty envision a one-year MSc program to meetthisgoal. One year isreasonable ifthe students
come from a closely aligned undergraduate degree (e.g., BSc in Statistics at SFU) anddo not need
outside employment to support theirstudy. Itmight bea little shortifthe program were to admit
bright and mathematically-gifted students who have very minimal or noreal experience with statistics
asa discipline. Often theseshorter MSc degree programs arecarefully aligned with a directed
undergraduate program to achieve the needed levels ofexpertise in a shorter time frame, asdiscussed
below in the joint "3+2"and "4+1" degrees.

Recommendations:

• Determine ifthere isa faculty champion forthis initiative and where it sits inthe department's
priority list.

• Determine what impactadmittingmorestudents intosucha course-baseddegree would have
on the timing of course offerings.

• Carefully considerthe type ofstudents the faculty want to attract. Students inthe
undergraduate program at SFU might benefit from a combined "3+2" or "4+1" program, while
external students may requirea few more coursesthan would be possibleinone year to get up
to speed.

• Pursuethis ifpossible. There are great unmetdemands for these types of students!

3. Joint Partnership with Computer Science on a MS Degree Focused on "Big Data"
In today'sworld, there istremendousdiscussion aboutthe challenges of effectively eliciting useful
information from readily-obtainable, massive amounts of data. Forexample, Computer/Information
scientists are researching algorithms to quickly extract desired information and data characteristics,
geneticistsare looking for associations ofdiseaseswith elements of the genome, and statisticiansare
researching ways to develop better measures of uncertainty inthose findings.

Several faculty expressed interest in this developing and challenging new direction, and in partnering
with Computer Science to teach statistical approaches and issues related to analyzing such data. This
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was described as a professional program, but it could also be an academic program. To be successful in

this endeavor, it would be important for statistics to be "at the table" when development discussions

are being held. It was not clear to us that Computer Science, who is taking the lead inthis direction, is

actively seeking such partnership. Before investing too much time on this, it would be important to

determine what Computer Science envisions the role of statistics to be in this effort (e.g., partnership in
research?; teach course content only?; undergraduate or graduate level courses?) and to determine

what levelof activity would be desirable and beneficial from the perspective of the Statistics
Department in viewof its limited resources and other initiatives.

4. Combined BSc and MSc Degree Programs

Anotherdesire of the department isto developa combined accelerated BSc and MSc instatistics, with
the latter being course-based and requiring only one additional calendaryear.This iscommonly known
as a "4+1" program.Sucha programmightattract strong undergraduatestudents, for whomthe
acceleratedpacewould be feasible and attractive. In view ofthis, an alternative model to consider
might bea 3+2 program, in which the BSc course work is accelerated andcompleted in 3years. The
additional two yearsare at the graduate level. This would allow time for a morecomplete exposure at
the graduate level, andmight require fewer changes in course offerings thana 4+1 program. The latter
would require offering additional graduate level courses in orderto assure timely access to the courses.
Itis possible that a combined degree like thiscould be incorporated intooneofthe other initiatives,
such as developing a Biostatistics stream. Itwould also beworthwhile to discuss plans in thisdirection
withthe Dean of Graduate studies, who notes that SFU facilitates development of combined-degree
programs.

5. Concerns and Challenges
While the department shows greatenthusiasm for all ofthe discussed "initiatives", it is clear that it
lacks the resources to implement all ofthem successfully. Furthermore, it is not reasonable to expect
that the university can provide sufficient resources to supportall ofthe proposed initiatives. Hence, it is
critically important that discussions take place, bothinternally andwith administrators at SFU, to
prioritize the opportunities andneeds. For each ofthe potential initiatives, faculty leadership would be
needed to spearhead the discussion and, ifselected for implementation, to lead the development.
Discussions should also carefully consider how many additional resources would be needed foreach
initiative and howthe initiatives fit withthe department's strategic plan and withthe broadergoalsof
SFU. It is not clear to us that allof this has been thought through carefully. There are too many
enthusiasms! Ifa faculty member whoisnot yet a full professor isto provide leadership for one of these,
hisor her efforts should be broadly supported bythe department and administration, with necessary
adjustments inthe expectations for evaluationand promotion.

IV. Research Activities

A. Overview

The department has developed a strong reputation for research incertain areas of statistics. This is
especially true for areas of applied research, but there are also pockets of strength intheory. Areasof
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strength include, but are not limited to, design of experiments (both physicalexperiments and
computer experiments), biostatistics, bioinformaticsand statistical genetics, and environmetrics. The
first two of these areas, whilestillfeaturing multiplecontributors, have unfortunately suffered from
losing their leaders (Sitter and Dean).

Asisthe case for other statistics departments, the department can choose between hiring specialists in
particular areas (targeted searches)or strongfaculty whocan makeresearchcontributions to multiple
areas (opportunistic searches).Targetedsearchescan helpinbuilding or maintaining areas ofemphasis
inthe department (e.g.,designofexperiments, biostatistics, actuarial science, environmetrics), but
have the disadvantage that they discourage the application ofstrongcandidates whodo notfit the
targeted pigeonhole. Especially in view ofthe initiatives discussed earlier, some targetedsearches will
be necessary, butwedo not believe that it isin the best long-term interestofthe departmentto have
only targeted searches.

Faculty have been highly successful in obtaining NSERC research funding in the past. This funding has
been critically important to support graduate students. Conversely, the thesis-based MSc degree has
been very helpful in fueling the research enterprise, resulting in numerous publications and supervisory
experience for all faculty, which has helped to compete for NSERC funding. With the changes at
NSERC, both towards a model that funds fewer investigators and that has lumped Statistics back into a
group with the Mathematical Sciences, thesuccess rate can be expected to decline dramatically. As the
self-study points out, "[the] result [ofNSERC re-organization] has been disastrous forthe discipline of
Statistics..."This would seem to arguethat the thesis-based MSc degree becomes only more
important, butalso means that the department, in consultation with the university, must proactively
consider strategies for otherstreams ofresearch funding. This is in contrast to the advantages ofa
course-based MSc program discussed earlier inthis report.

1. Other Funding Mechanisms for Research
While it isalways important to consider alternative sources of revenue, with potential for reduced
federal and provincial funding, and in view ofexisting academic opportunities forstatistics and actuarial
science, this isan especially critical time forthe departmentto consider alternative sources offunding.
There are many possibilities to consider. Since someofthese would require considerable planning and
preparation ifpursued, discussions within the department and with the administration should take
place as soon as possible.

Some of the suggestions that we encountered during our visitinclude:
• With the changesat NSERC, makeadjustmentsthat increase funding chances. Forexample,

emphasizeissues that tend to receive a high priority forfunding decisions (such as training of
highly qualified personnel) and consider other NSERC competitions(e.g.for partnerships with
industry) besides the single-investigator competitions.

• Worktowards conditions that would make it easier to compete for research funding from other

federal funding agencies, such as CIHR.
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Encourage faculty to pursue funding opportunities through private foundations, industry,or

other entities.

Explore use of the VPR NSERC and CIHR bridging grants program.

Explore options for Graduate Fellowships with the Deanof Graduate Studies.

Pursue opportunities for external partnershipswith other institutions or companies.

Explore how statistics can be more involvedwith and benefit from PIMS.

With the juniorCanada Research Chair (CRC) coming to an end, present a compelling case to

the Deanof Science for aTier ICRC. Since severalof the initiatives would greatly benefit from
recruiting seniorleadership, there are ampleopportunities for building a strongcase for aTier I
CRC, possibly even while continuing a Tier II CRC.

• Explore how additional income can be generated through engagement with external
audiences, forexample through webinars or short courses.Such funds couldbe used for bridge
funding and/or special initiatives.

Success with alternative external funding sources, some of which already exists, would also placethe
department in a better position for making compelling requests for the limited university resources. If
the department decides to move inthe direction of obtaining research support from non-traditional
sources, we would encourage the faculty to discuss how such activities would be viewed and rewarded
in promotions and tenure, and viewed with respect to the goals of the department. Every funding
agency has goalsthat the financial support is intended to pursue.Targeting research funding from non-

traditional entities (such as Foundations) can impact the type of research to be done and the time it

takes to complete it. Itwould be important for the department, School, and University to have a
common understanding of the merits and/or disadvantages of going down that path for research and

student funding.

2. Challenges

We realize that some of the suggestions in the previous section come with formidable challenges, many

of which are not under the department's control. The re-organizations at NSERCwill simply make it

more challenging to attract DiscoveryGrants, but that is preciselywhy other competitions will also

need to be considered. Developing collective as opposed to individual areas of strength, and

partnerships with other units on or off campus (see also below), could increase competitiveness for such

other competitions. Such collective areas of strength could also assist with faculty and student

recruiting efforts. CIHR funding is, we are told, hard to obtain, but it may be possible to create

conditions that improve the chances, such as developing a Biostatistics program, intensifying

collaborationswith the Health Sciences, or building partnershipswith entities like Fraser Health.

As already noted in the section "Program in Biostatistics", a serious problem in exploring partnerships,

internal or external, pursuing alternative funding opportunities, and building new programs is that SFU

does not seem to provide adequate mechanisms for such activities. This pertains to issues such as

money flowassociatedwith partnerships and programs, but alsowith the time that a faculty member
spearheading such efforts will have to invest. Building bridgesto other units and exploring new
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collaborative opportunities can be extremely time intensive,andthis needs to be recognizedand
rewarded.

The department seems to feel that there arebarriers at the VPR level to succeedwith some of these
efforts. But since success will benefit both the department and the university, we believe that
discussions between the department and the office of the VPR can leadto a better understanding of
the challengesand the possibilities, and quite possibly to improvements that facilitate the exploration
of some ofthe opportunities.

The department has been involvedinefforts involving joint appointments, in particular with Health
Science. The success of such appointments depends heavilyon the individual holding such a position

and on the expectations that the different units have forthis individual. Giventhat there seems to be no
culture of such joint appointments, such appointments can be very demanding fora junior faculty
member. However, given that such positions can also promote cross-disciplinary research, and given
the need for senior leadership with some ofthe interdisciplinaryinitiatives (Biostatics, Big Data), it

might be worthwhile to consider hiring a senior faculty member into a joint appointment. For the right
individual, such an appointment (forexample with Health Science orComputer Science) might actually
be more attractive than an appointment that is entirely in statistics.

It is not clearwhether all the challenges can be overcome. However, if there is no effort to overcome

them, then the outcome is clear.

V. Organization and Governance
While a committee structure with approximately3 persons percommittee exists, the culture isthat one
personon the committee often does most, if not all, of the work. The positions rotate, and it appears
that it is not difficult to find someone willing to do the work. The faculty are happy with this structure,
and have a high levelof trust that their colleagues make decisions with whichthey agreeor areat least
ableto support. Perhaps this is partly due to a coreof the faculty havinggrown uptogether sincethe
inception of the department. They alsoappreciate the fact that this model reducesthe amount of
committee work required of all. When questioned more about this structure,they noted that it works
forthem now, but may not do so well inthe future, especiallywith personnel changes that have
occurredor could occur inthe next years. A downside isthat it may not preparethe more junior faculty
to become tomorrow's leaders of the department. However, it appears that the person doing the work
on these committees often seeks input from other faculty informally, includingjunior faculty. Ad hoc

committees are formed as needed for individual issues, and often involve more than one person

contributing to final decisions.

Regardingadmissions for graduate students, the graduate chairfirst screens applicationsto help
smooth the process for others, and makes suggestions on potential matches for advisors of new
students. However, the applications are availableto all, and each faculty member takes responsibility

for making the final decision on whom to support with their research money.
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Because an incoming graduate student will work for (and be paid by)the same person who istheir
academicsupervisor, it could, insome cases, create a difficult situation for a student who would like to
resolve some issuethey feel is present between them andthe supervisor (e.g., not meeting often
enough, not getting direction that isclear enough,wanting to switchsupervisors to do work more
closely related to their interests). The confounding of the employer/employee relationship with the
student/supervisorrelationship could be tricky forsome, depending on styles and personalities. While
ourunderstanding isthat this has rarely been the case,andthe cases inwhichthe students did not feel
comfortable bringing up an issueto the supervisor were minor, we see it as a potential problemthat is
best prevented through clearcommunication on expectations and roles. For example, the department

might include a component on expectationsof supervisors (e.g., how often they would meet, howthe
student should request additionalmeetings), expectations of the student, and the path to take to
resolve issues (e.g., if they can't work it out with the supervisor, to whom they should turn next.)

VI. Infrastructure

A. Space
Office and workspace are mostly adequate at the moment, although there are exceptions to this

statement and any further growth will present formidable challenges. Increases in majors, minors and

course enrollments have already resulted in some space issues that need attention.

Office space for faculty is adequate for now, but would become inadequate with additional hires. Space

forvisitors (including Surrey faculty) and sessional instructors,consisting essentially of one largeoffice,

is inadequate. Perhapsthat the space recently vacated by the Deanof Science can help to solve this

issue, but since doors to this space must be locked there are issues with accessibility to this space. In

addition, this suite consists primarilyof open space and contains only a couple of offices.

The space for support staff (Charlene Bradbury and KellyJay),while functional, is crowded and could

use some renovation and re-organization.

With the increased enrollments in undergraduate service courses, the Statistics Workshop space on the

Burnabycampus isat times inadequate. Moreover, partof this space, while exclusively used by

Statistics, istechnically shared with Mathematics. The space becomes especiallyovercrowded, causing

potential safety concerns, on days before projects and assignments are due. Itwillonly become worse if
service course enrollments continue to increase. The department and university should work to
eliminate the potential safety hazard.

Undergraduate statistics and actuarial science majorshave no space to congregate, which would be
highly desirable.They also do not have space or mailboxes to facilitate any undergraduate collective
activities, such as a statistics club or other social activities. They currently use the Statistics Workshop
space when it is not crowded with students taking those courses, but this is intended to serve only
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those enrolled in the service courses and not as a consistent gathering place for majors throughout their

degree program. This additional use of the workshop space contributes to the occasional overcrowding,

although it is not the main cause.

Workspace for graduate students appears to be sufficient for the number of students enrolled, but the

space is spread over several locations. This is clearlynot ideal.The best space available for graduate

students isthe space that is rented in IRMACS, but with the new space obtained from relocation ofthe

Dean of Science, paying for the rent in IRMACS may no longer be the best option. With other

workspace needs in mind, as discussed in the previous paragraphs, and in view of the limitations of the

new space (location and security), the department must decide how to best use the new space and

assess whether this additional space can reasonably meet allof its needs. Without plans for the

effective use of the new space (or a planto try and trade it for different space) and a careful assessment

of additional needs, it would be hardto make a compelling argument for a lack of space.

B. Computing
The nature of statistics and actuarial science is such that excellent computational facilities and strong

computational support, both in hardware and software, are essential. Increasingly,there has been a

need to balance ITsupport with the need for adequate security, resulting at many institutions in some

form of centralized support.

Centralization of IT support has made some imprints at SFU, but computing support is rather

heterogeneous for the department, in part perhaps because the department's workspace is not in one

location. Most of the department's computing needs are now served through FASNET, and problems

can be addressed via submission of an email. Most of these problems are assigned to individualswho

also serve the mathematics department. More complicated problems are handled by support personnel

with higher levels of expertise forthose problems. While this means that the department no longer has

an in-house IT specialist, the department seems generally satisfied with the support that is provided.

There is ready-access to someone who can provide desktop support and the turnaround on email

requests submitted for other problems is quick.

There is concern about the continuation of this support structure. Will the FASNETsupport structure

continue in its current form? The review committee would like to emphasize the importance of a high

quality computing infrastructure for the department, both for teaching and for research. This will only

become more substantial in the future, especially if the department chooses to move in more

computationally-intensive areas of research. Ifa quota system is implemented or if stringent data

security measures are applied, then data storage and backup can also become increasingly a problem in
this "big data" era, even though storage is extremely inexpensive these days.

VII. Program Assessment
In discussing the undergraduate programs in the self-study, the department notes its own

shortcomings in tracking graduates after graduation. The self-study also notes:
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"One of ourgoals is to improve this tracking so that we canbetter measurestudent successpost-
graduation andfeed this information backinto ourregular program reviews."

We applaudthis goal. Formergraduates can provideimportant feedback on the successfulness of the
program, and can also make useful suggestions for improvements. Benefits of staying in touch with

these students while their careers evolve go also beyond program assessment. For example, it might be

good to invite some of them back to meet with current students, both at the undergraduate and
graduate levels.The perspective and information that these former students can provide for current
students can be very valuableand can typically not be provided by faculty. Moreover, these former

students may be able to help with securing meaningful internships or co-op experiences for current

students, as well as permanent positions for graduating students.

We would however also like to emphasize that program assessment should not be limited to tracking

graduates. It might, for example, be useful to collect non-grade based information from the instructors
to assess the effectiveness of courses. Together with student teaching evaluations, which are collected

as we understand, this could provide instantaneous feedback about positive and negative aspects of a

course or instructor. Also worth considering areexit interviews, possibly in groups if individual
interviews are infeasible due to the size of the number of graduating students. Our experience isthat

exit interviews can bringout positives and negatives of the program as perceived by students. Such
interviewsalso providean opportunity to emphasize the department's desire to stay intouch with the
students. We alsostrongly recommend that peerteaching reviews areconducted forjuniorfaculty.
Training of faculty often focuses more on research than onteaching,and most new faculty will benefit
from comments from experienced colleagues who have observed their teaching. Formal mentoring
committees that providejunior faculty with professional advice, not just with respect to teaching,
might alsobe a good idea. For example, intwo of ourdepartments, each junior faculty member is
assigned either a 2- or 3-member mentoring committee. While some ofthese committees are more
effective than others, they are intended to provide this junior faculty member with professional advice
(teaching, grantwriting, paper writing, research directions, howto respond to various requests for
service, etc.). The committee prepares an annual report forthe department Chair about the progress of
the junior faculty member, which the Chair uses inhis/her evaluation discussions with this person. If
there areweaknesses inthe performance of the juniorfaculty member, this processwill hopefully bring
these to the forefront at an early stage and lead to improvements. This willalso help to improve the

programs.

Program assessment isa topic that has been embraced at many institutions,andthere may be
professionals at SFU who can advise the department on developing appropriate measures and

procedures. While we do not recommend that the department blindly follow allofthe general

recommendations that are typically made by program assessment advocates, we do believe that the

department can benefit from making improvements inassessing the quality of its programs.
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VI11. Service Activities

A. Service Teaching
While we have addressed the issue of serviceteaching extensively inthe section on "Teaching", we

would liketo emphasize that statistics is used in many disciplines, and a basicunderstanding of data
collection, exploration and analysis isof critical importance for many areas of research.The depth of
knowledge that istypically desired differs from one areato the other, so that a single introductory
statistics course suffices for some disciplines, but not for others. Virtually every statistics department is

involved in serviceteaching at both the undergraduate and graduate level.This is alsotrue at SFU,
although the emphasis is on the undergraduate level because there is no adequate mechanism to
providethe department with the necessary resourcesin return for more service teaching at the

graduate level. As explainedearlier, we believethat more service teaching at the graduate level could
provide a tremendous jump for more interdisciplinary collaborations, whichwould greatlybenefit the
department and the university. Finding a solution for providing resources to offer more graduate level

service teaching should be a high priority,we believe.

We alsostronglydiscourage teaching of statisticswithout involvement of the Statistics department.
There area significant number of departments who teach their own flavor of statistics at SFU. While it
may be hard to discontinue these courses without a mutual agreement, it should not be as difficult to
prevent new courses likethis from being developed without involvement of the department.

B. Consulting Service
The importance of an effective StatisticalConsulting Center forthe department and the university
cannot be overstated. The effectiveness typically depends on the ability and enthusiasm of those who
areincharge of the daily operations, aswellason resources available foroperating the center.We
believethat the center at SFU hasa positive impactinmultiple ways, but we alsobelievethat it could
benefit from further growth and development.

Consulting activities take place at both the Burnaby campusand, increasingly, the Surrey campus.
Activities on the Burnaby campusaredirected by staff member Ian Bercovitz, while faculty member
Tom Loughin isincharge on the Surrey campus. Staff member Marie Loughin provides consulting
support on both campuses.The center servesboth on-campus andcommercial off-campusclients, and
charges a 30-40% surcharge for external clients. Total income from consulting isgiven inthe self-study
asapproximately $i5,ooo/year. For comparison, the statistical consulting centerat the University of
Georgia generates approximately$8o,ooo/yearfrom consulting. Other income at SFU's center comes
from teaching by Bercovitz, including one ortwo sectionsinSFU's NOW (Nights orWeekends) program
and the consulting courses STAT 811and 812.AS we understand it, the NOW sections are primarily
taught to raise more revenues.While teaching STAT811 and 812iscloselyrelatedto one of the
missionsof the ConsultingCenter, it would appearthat it could benefit the university if Bercovitz'stime
would be spent on consulting with SFU researchers and graduate students ratherthan on teaching the
NOWcourses. Itwould not require a large amount of support from, for example, the office of the VPR
to make this happen. Again as a comparison, at the University of Georgia, both the Office of the VPR
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and the College of Arts and Sciences provide $30,ooo/yeartowards the salaryof an Associate Director

of the Consulting Center (with other contributions for support of student consultants being provided
separately). This is seen as a win-win situation: A modest investment by the VPR with significant

returns for the university, and an investment that is critically important for allowing the Consulting

Center to focus on consulting and on training students to become better consultants/collaborators.

The potential value of an effective statistical Consulting Center can be multifaceted. First, it can be of

value for the department in providing statistics students with valuable consulting experience, which is

an important asset for practicingstatisticians and can only be taught through actual consulting

experience with clients. The consulting courses STAT 811and 812 are mandatory for MSc students,
with the second courses providing students with client interactions and training for report writing and

oral interactions with clients. We believe that these courses are a very valuable part of the MSc program

in statistics.

Consulting centers can also be very valuable for improving research quality across campus, and for

being the catalyst for interdisciplinary research collaborations. Regrettably, as indicated in the previous

paragraphs, it does not appear that the Consulting Center at SFU fully realizes its potential with respect

to these issues. In addition, the self-study refersto reluctanceamong researchersto spend money from
their grants on statistical advice fortheir own research orthe researchof their students. We do not fully

understand the reason for this. Do researchers find free statistical advice outside ofthe center? Does

the typical research-funding model prohibitexpenditures forconsultants? Have researchers been
discouraged by the quality or timeliness of advice that they have received from the center? Has the

center failed to reach out to researchers and make a case for the added value that it can provide? We do

not know what the answer is, but must encourage the department and administration to find ways to
improve this situation. As it is, the center does not seem to reach its potential in terms of contributing

to the research mission of the university.

IX. Hiring Strategy
Opportunities to recruit have been limited during the most recent years. After two hires in 2007(Dave

Campbell for the Surrey campus and JiguoCao), the last 5 years have seen only 2 additional hires:
Barbara Sanders for the Actuarial Science program(2010) and Michelle Zhou (20i2).ln contrast, during

this same period, the department lost Larry Weldon (2007, retired), Randy Sitter (2007, drowned), Leilei

Zeng (2011, resigned), and Charmaine Dean (2012, resigned). Jiguo Cao, who was on leave, is

fortunately returning to the department, along with his wife. This means that the size of the

department isvirtually unchanged since 2007, and that hiring has for the most part occurred in
response to urgent needs.

As discussed earlier in this report, the department has identified many areas of need. Duringthe visit

we did not get the impression, perhaps incorrectly, that hiring priorities had been discussed carefully by

the entire faculty. There is however a prioritylist inthe 5-year plan for 2013-2018 (Appendix Bofthe

self-study). It provides the following order:
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Hiring Priority I: Replace Charmaine Dean.

Hiring Priority II: Replace Jiguo Cao, should he resign his position.

Hiring Priority III: Replace Larry Weldon with an Actuary.

Hiring Priority IV: Hire a statistician in Surrey.

Hiring PriorityV: Replace Leilei Zeng.

While this list was prepared not too long ago, it would already seem to be out of date. Priority II is no

longer an issue since Jiguo Cao will return. We heard little discussion about Priority IV, and Priority V,

which is based on the loss of a joint position with Health Sciences, may depend on the interest of Health

Sciences to partner with Statistics. PriorityV could however also be moved up, combined with Priority I,

if the department and university can solve the challenges associated with developing a Biostatistics

program and chose to make that a top priority.This returns to the question of what isviewed as most

important among possible developments: Biostatistics, an Actuarial Science PhD program, become a

playerinthe "Big Data"arena?The department will need to decide on their plan forthe future to
determine the types of strengths needed in suitable candidates for the current needs and priority

initiatives. As indicated previously, this will also require a careful evaluation of the challenges

associated with each of these. Depending on which initiative(s) are pursued, multiple hires may be
necessary.

There was some concern expressed that highlytargeted hiring for very specific skill sets tends to result
ina small pool of acceptable candidates - at the expense of more generally strong candidates who

might not fit the target quite as well. There is no uniformly good solution to this problem. In some cases

(e.g., hiring a senior personwith very specificgoalsto build a programor someone with a much needed
computational background to work in"Big Data") the targeted hiresarevery appropriate and the only
way to be successful. In other cases, it might be better to cast a wider net and focus more on overall
strength and potential. For example, a strong juniorhirewill be able to move acrossboundariesover
time and will not be constrained to working inthe same area that he or she worked on for a

dissertation.

X. Summary and Recommendations

A. Summary

We would like to commend the department with the many excellent contributions that it makes to its

mission and to that of the university. The department isvery productive interms of research and
teaching, provides an excellent working environment for most of its members, and has built an
excellent reputation in both the statistics and actuarial science communities. This success, which is

even more impressive in view of how young the department is, has not happened by accident. It is in
part due to active and ambitious faculty, who provided excellent and trusted leadership for the

department over the years. While the faculty and leadership remain strong, the department also faces

numerous challenges at this time caused by a convergence of multiple events. These include the loss of
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some critical faculty; hugegrowth inmajors and course enrollments, partially spurred by"big data" and
a data-driven approach inmanyareas of modern research; numerous opportunities for new research
collaborations; ambitions to expand course and degree offerings inareas of both statistics and actuarial
science; a changed research funding modelat NSERC; uncertaintyabout fundingfrom other sources,
including the province; and challengesat SFU for building newrevenuestreams for the department
through teaching or research. How the department and university respondto these challenges will go a
longway in determining whether the next decade isas successfulfor the department as the previous
years have been.

B. Recommendations

Weconcludethis report by listing recommendations that we believe will help the department with
continued growth and excellence. Some steps can be accomplished without additional costs, while
others will require some investment of both time and money - perhaps space as well. Naturally, as with
any report like this, there are uncertainties about funds available for such investments, and this can
have a large impact on what isfeasible and what is not. Intoday's world, statistics is growing as a
vibrant discipline with many opportunities for employment and impact. Investing in this area will pay

strong dividends in the future to SFU.

1. Major Recommendations

1.1. Astrategic plan. We believe that the department could benefit greatly from the development
of a strategic plan that is based on extensive discussionswithin the department and with
administrators outside of the department. Whilethe 5-year plan shows that the future of the
department has been given some thought, it is unclear that the choices presented inthat plan
are based on broad departmental discussions.Such discussions are needed to formulate
common goals and to set priorities for enhancing existing programs and developing new ones.

The self-study contains a plethora of ideas that the department wants to pursue. Indeed,
opportunities for statistics and actuarial science are almost limitless these days, but resources
are not. Therefore, what is called for is a careful evaluation of the opportunities, followed by

judicious choices that are based on broad agreement within the department and that are

commensurate with plans and needs at SFU.

1.2. Faculty recruiting. The department is stretched to its limits and is unable to meet SFU's needs.

This applies to both statistics and actuarial science. As noted in the self-study, the department
does not believe that it teaches all of the statistics courses that it should be teaching, and we

agree. The actuarial science faculty are clearly shorthanded, as pointed out earlier in this report.

Add to this that some important senior faculty are no longer present (Sitter and Dean) and that
others are approaching retirement, and it is abundantly clear that the department needs to

recruit new faculty. The department should build a case for the importance of a Tier 1 Canada

Research Chair in attracting a senior faculty member. We believe that a compelling case can be
built for this based on one of the possible initiatives. Whether this should be in "Big Data", in
Biostatistics, in Actuarial Science, or in another area is something that the strategic plan should

help to resolve. As noted elsewhere in this report, we believe that there are challenges that
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need to be solved for all of these if such a search is to have a reasonable chance of success. We

also strongly support the department's desire to hire a Lecturer in statistics. This position would

help to reduce the reliance on sessional instructors in this area, improve the quality of teaching,

and might enable the offering of a few additional courses. For actuarial science, we strongly

recommend that the pool of potential sessional instructors be increased to alleviate the
necessity for last minute changes in course offerings.

1.3. New collaborations and partnerships. Inorder to take advantage of some of the opportunities,
there is a need to work with upper level administration to discuss models and avenues for

support of faculty time, graduate research assistants, and other associated costs (e.g.,

computing environment support, travel, supplies). Establishing collaborations and partnerships,

whether within SFUor with entities external to SFU (such as Fraser Health), requires vast

amounts of time and effort. This must be reflected in faculty workloads and valued as a

component of their expectations. One cannot just expect that faculty will do this on top of their

teaching, research and service expectations. As it is, it appears that the department does not
take full advantage of existing mechanisms, but also that existing mechanisms at SFUare
insufficient to take full advantage of the opportunities for collaboration and partnerships.

Constructive discussions with upper leveladministration are needed to bring some of the

opportunities within the realm of possibility.

1.4. Alternative sources for research funding. Changes that have been made at NSERC do not
benefit funding for statistics and actuarial science. Asa result there is an urgent need for the
department to look for alternative revenue streams to support research, and indeed, some

faculty have tried. Thiscould be through collaborations and partnerships, ifdeveloped
successfully,through a focus on programs at NSERC that do no not focus on single-
investigator, through a focus on other federal funding agencies, or through any of the other
alternatives mentioned earlier in the report. Focusing on such alternatives and whether it is

possible to accept such funding within the SFU structures will take time and effort, and it is not
too early to start this effort.

1.5. Program developments. The self-study contains a plethora of ideas for improving degree
programs and service teaching. Most of these are worthwhile ideas, but the department simply

doesn't have the resources to implement allof these, and should not expect to have sufficient
resources anytime soon. Some of the proposed "plans" include the development of their own

finance courses; discussing the possibilityof a fast-track option for actuarial sciences with the

Business School; developing a PhD program in actuarial science; developing a joint graduate
program with the business school in Actuarial Science and Financial Engineering; offering a

post-graduate diploma in actuarial science; offering more courses in statistics; offering a

course-based MSc in statistics; offering a 4+1 or 3+2combined BSc/MSc degree program, and

offering a MSc in Biostatistics:We have discussed all of these options throughout this
document, pointing out plusses and minuses, and have given recommendations that we won't
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repeat here. Itsuffices to saythat the departmentwill needto make judicious choices based on
discussions among all faculty.

1.6. Serviceteaching of statistics. At the undergraduate level, the department has made important
changes initsservice courses, and hasseen large increases inenrollments. Ifat all possible,
overcrowding in the Statistics Workshop should beaddressed, andthought should be given for
handling a possible retirement of Robin Insley in the nearfuture. Atthe graduatelevel, the
department proposesto offermodules that cover very specific topicsof interest to targeted
students withina short periodof time. This isan interesting idea, with challengesthat need to
be worked. We have some reservations about the idea, but readilyagree that it isworth a try if
SFU cannot finda wayto adequately support graduate serviceteaching with the necessary
resources. That, we believe,would be preferable interms of providing students inother
disciplines with adequate basic knowledge of statistical ideas and methods. The current
revenue model isquite unfortunate. Forexample, it encourages other departments to teach
their own flavor of statistics (the department has a long list of such courses being taught at
SFU, many also at the undergraduate level), whichwould not only seem to represent an
inefficient use of resources, but isalso unlikely to result inthe best statistics training for
students inthese courses. While it may be difficult to eliminate existing courses of this nature,
everything possible should be done to avoid the creation of additional statistics courses without
involvement of the department.

1.7. Adequate funding for the Consulting Center. The Consulting Center is run by highlycompetent

individuals, but we believe that the funding for the center iswoefully inadequate. Asa result,
while the center seems to be successful in training statistics students, it does not nearly seem to
be as successful in contributing to SFU's research mission. That is a pity; a small investment
that would allowpeople incharge of consultingto focus their energies on consulting could pay
tremendous dividends for the research quality across campus. There are many different funding
models at other institutions. Some have invested large amounts of funds to set up large

statistical consulting centers (e.g. Uof Michigan and Michigan State U), others have been
successful with significant, but more modest investments (e.g. Virginia Tech and UC Riverside),
while still others have failed to make such investments (resulting in "centers" that are

essentially run by graduate students without much supervision).At the University of Georgia
we have during the last years moved from a system with very little support to one that has a

Director, and Associate Director, 9 graduate student consultants supported through the center,
and an income of about $80,000 year from on-campus (primarily)and off-campus projects.

Moreover, those who provide financial support (the office of the VPR, the Graduate School, and

the College of Arts and Sciences) recognize the value of the return that they receive from their

investments. At SFU, the department should have discussions with the administration to move

in this direction.
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2. Additional Recommendations

2.1. Completion times. The department is rightfully concerned about completion times for students
instatistics, both at the MSc and PhDlevel. The problem is most glaring at the PhDlevel,
though less information is provided about possiblecauses for this. Itwouldseem to be the most
serious issue though since students who take excessively long to obtain their degree can
become a serious problem for a small PhD program. Ifnot already known, the department
should investigate what causes the problem, and attempt to alleviate it. At the MSc level,a
course-based MSc degree and a combined BSc/MSc program could go a long way in resolving
the problem.

2.2. Governance structure. There is much to likeabout how the department operates, and making

major changes would probably be a mistake. Butas pointed out earlier inthe report, we believe
that there is room for small improvements. Forexample, the department should provide
explicit informationon expectations about student-supervisor relationships, and offer formal
and confidential ways for students to providefeedback on these relationships. A more formal
mentoring system for junior faculty couldalso be beneficial in the long-run, especiallywith
potential for multiple retirements inthe near future.

2.3. Surrey campus. Clearly,we cannot predict how the Surrey campus will develop. We do believe
that there is value in a presence of statistics in Surrey, both for teaching and consulting, and

recommend not to make any changes for now. Ifother programs move to Surrey (Health
Science?),then it would become necessary to expand the presence of statistics there as well.

2.4. Graduate student recruiting. We recommend a broader discussion inthe department on what
mixof graduate students should be admitted to the MSc in Statistics. Would the department
liketo see students with similar backgrounds, or isdiversity in backgrounds seen as desirable?
Inthe latter case, not all students may be well prepared to meet the challenges of the program,
and remedial measures may be needed for some of the students. Both choices would be
reasonable, and different statistics departments make different choices - it just appears that
there has not been a broad discussion about this issue in the department.

2.5. Co-op experience for undergraduate statistics majors. It did not seem that co-op experiences
for undergraduate statistics majors had, for the most part, been very successful. Whilewe can
imagine situations in which a co-op experience would be useful for statistics majors, given the
wide array of statistical techniques for different types of data, it may be more beneficial for
students who are seeking a BScto take as many courses as is reasonable to acquire greater

breadth in the discipline. This might also benefit time-to-completion for these students. We
recommend that these students be discouraged from seeking co-op experiences.

2.6. Co-op experience for undergraduate actuarial science majors. For these students the co-op

experience is critically important. However, based on conversations with co-op program

representatives, opportunities for these students, many of whom are foreign born, are
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negatively affected by their limited communication and language skills. This needs attention.
The STAT300W for actuarial sciences students does not suffice as a remedy. As this is

undoubtedly a problem that plagues many disciplines, we encourage the university

administration to consider how best to provide the needed support and training (e.g., writing

labs, access to self-paced online instruction, etc.) for such students.

2.7. A100-level "Breadth" course inactuarial science. The department started a successful 100-level
"Breadth" course in statistics. We fullyconcur with the department that starting such a course
in actuarial science to introduce basic topics in insurance is an excellent idea, provided that

resources permit doing this.

2.8. Program assessment. The department should strengthen the assessment of its courses and
programs. This isespecially important inviewof recent significant changes in course offerings
and programs, and with other changes still inthe pipeline. We have offered suggestions for
improvement earlier in this report, but we strongly recommend that the department work with

program assessment specialists at SFU.

2.9. IT support. Continuation of adequate IT support is absolutely critical for statistics. Computing is

an integral part for statistics, both insupport of teaching and research. The department is

currently satisfied with the support that it receives, but ifSFUfollows trends at other
institutions then it would not be surprising to see some changes occur in this support over the
next years. We recommend that the department discusses ITsupport with the administration,

so that the needs are abundantly clear when the time for changes comes around.

2.10. Staff support. The size of the support staff seems to be adequate at this time, although this

could change quickly ifthe growth in majors, minors and service courses continues. The

workload seems unequally divided though, placingsome staff members in almost untenable
positions. This needs to be addressed urgently.

We appreciate the opportunity to visit both the department and the University. We were very

impressed with all the achievements and contributions the department makes to the University, and

the responsiveness of the upper administration when conducting this review. Ifwe can be of further
help - perhaps to clarifyor revisit an issue- we would be happy to do so.
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EXTERNAL REVIEW - ACTION PLAN

Section 1 -To be completed by the Responsible Unit Person e.g. Chair or Director
Unit under review

Statistics and Actuarial Science

Date of Review Site visit

April 10-12, 2013

Responsible Unit person,
Richard Lockhart, Chair

Faculty Dean
Claire Cupples, Dean of Science

Note: Itis not expected that everyrecommendation made by the Review Team be covered by thisAction Plan. The
major thrusts of the Reportshould be identified and some consolidation of the recommendations may be possible while
other recommendations of lesser importance may be excluded.
Shouldan additionalresponse be warranted, it should be attached as a separate document.

1. PROGRAMMING
1.1 Action/s (description what is going to be done):

1.1.1 Undergraduate:
a) The review committee urged us to do some course development in Actuarial Science. A package of revisions to our major

and honours programs in Actuarial Science will be developed. In particular we will consult with the Beedie School of
Business as we look for ways to secure reliable access to courses in finance suitable for undergraduate students in ACMA
programs.

b) The review committee recommended we cancel the undergraduate certificate program in Actuarial Science; we will do so.
c) The review committee recommended we hire a lecturer in Statistics to increase our teaching capacity and lower our reliance

on sessional instructors. We will seek to do so when resources permit.

d) The review committee recommended that the university adopt policies to prevent the fragmentation of statistics instruction
on campus. We whole-heartedly agree and will engage in discussions with our Dean and others around the university on
ways to move forward; we acknowledge that service teaching in statistics calls for collaboration between our department
and the departments being served and will explore ways to ensure this happens.

e) The review committee recommended we develop a framework for course and program assessment. We will engage in
consultations with TLC to do so.

1.1.2 Graduate:

a) The external review committee called on us to consider a number of issues surrounding our graduate program: i) completion
times in our MSc program and our PhD program; ii) total enrolments; iii) admissions criteria; iv) formal departmental
guidelines for supervision; and, v) student-supervisor relationships. An ad hoc committee will review theseissues and make
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recommendations.

b) The review committee suggested we pursue negotiations with other departments and faculties to develop modularized
graduate service courses provided we get suitable resources in compensation for the corresponding loss of teaching capacity
in our own programs. We will consult with a variety of other departments to see if such a plancan generate efficiencies and
promote better educational outcomes.

c) The committee supported our development of a PhD programin Actuarial Science. We will design such a programto be
implemented when resources permit.

d) The department put before the committee outlines of proposals for expansions of our graduate programming activities on a
number of fronts. Byand largethe reviewers support all the suggestions but urge us to choose which of them we will push
forward. We will seek, for each suggested program, a champion to take on the task of putting together a more complete
pictureof the suggested expansion which indicates clearlywhat work would need to be done and what resources might be
required.We will then choose between those proposalsthat find such a champion after engaging in broad discussions of the
sort sought by the review committee.

1.2 Resource implications (if any):

• The undergraduate program revisions in actuarial science will require 1 to 4 extra sections of actuarial science offerings per
year. Ourtop current hiringpriorityis in actuarial science;this will provide some of the needed resources. In the case of
finance courses we might need resources for two sessional instructors per year to mount our own finance for actuaries
courses. Developing our own courses might, in the long run, be more efficient for the university. There might, indeed, be
demand from some Business students for a more intense finance sequence and so our courses might add to capacity for
Business students.

• The proposed lecturer position would obviously require resources.
• Consolidation of the teaching of service statistics courses would likely save the university resources overall.
• Ifwe develop an extensive formal course and program evaluation processthen we will require resources to implement the

program. The need will become clear when the development is done.
• We cannot estimate resource implications for our various potential graduate program expansions until we develop detailed

proposals. The availability of resources will inform our choices in this process.

1.3 Expected completion date/s:

Undergraduate
• Actuarial Science program revisions will be completedby the end of the 2013/2014 academic year.



•

Graduate

Hiring a lecturer must wait for resources.
Consolidation of undergraduate teaching in statistics is a long term goal requiring regular discussion and collaboration. We
will begin now but no completion date can reasonably be set.
We hope that program and course assessment procedures can be developed by the end of the 2014/2015 academic year.

The committee reviewing aspects of our graduate programwill be struck in the 2013/2014 academic year with any needed
changes to approved by the department during the next academic year.
A program proposal for the PhD program in Actuarial Sciencewill be developed by the end of the 2014/2105 academic year
but implementation may have to wait until the next hire in Actuarial Science.
Discussions concerning modularized course offerings are taking place in the 2013/2014 academic year and we hope to make
proposals, if resources permit, during the next academic year.
The program development activities we contemplate will be completed by the end of the 2014/2015 academic year; full
development and implementation will require more time but we won't know how much until the development process is
complete.



2. RESEARCH

2.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):

a) The revjew committee recommended we seek a Tier I chair. We applaud the suggestion and argue that we must be the
strongest candidates for any such chair when one becomes available.

b) The committee recommends we look beyond NSERC for research funding. In general terms this is an action for individuals
but we will engage in efforts to foster an expansion of our research support. Many of us have funding from a number of non-
NSERC sources but an internal exchange of information, facilitated by a few group discussions seems useful.

2.2 Resource implications (if any):

• a Tier ICRC.

2.3 Expected completion date/s:

• Unknown - not under our control.

3. ADMINISTRATION

3.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):

a) The review committee recommended we increase the involvement of junior (recently tenured) faculty in departmental
administration and increase the level of formality in our committee structures. We will reach out to those faculty and work
to increase their role in order to develop future leadership. We will review and, if necessary, increase the level of formality
of various committees.

b) The review committee took the view that we need a strategic plan. The department will undertake broad discussions of the
adequacy of our current strategic plans during the academic year 2013/14. A new strategic plan will be drafted if there is a
consensus that our current five year plan, the plans articulated in our external review self study and our current hiring plan
need modification.

3.2 Resource implications (if any):



• None

3.3 Expected completion date/s:

• Committees will be restructured for the 2014/2015 academic year, co-incident with the appointment of a new chair and
following broad departmental discussions of the extent to which such change is required.

4. WORKING ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):

a) The review committee considered that our space is not adequate. We agree. We will work to acquire office space for Visitors,
Emeritus Faculty still active in research, Surrey faculty spending time at SFU, Sessional instructors, and postdoctoral fellows.
In the next two years we expect to find ourselves unable to find enough offices to house all regular faculty.

b) The review committee called on us to provide space for an undergraduate student common area. We will seek resources to
do so.

c) The review considered that our Statistics Workshop is overcrowded. We will seek to deal with this either by finding a larger
room or by using two rooms with two lecturers. The latter possibility would permit the two workshops to specialize more in
the courses served in an individual workshop.

4.2 Resource implications (if any):

• Space requires resources so this can only be done with the help of the faculty and the university. We have used the same
workshop space for nearly 30 years and enrollments have grown very dramatically over that time; there is no way to fix this
without resources. A second workshop likely is not a solution unless we hire the lecturer described above. A new, larger,
room would be more efficient.

4.3 Expected completion date/s:

• Unknown.



5. Other

5.1 Action/s:

a) The review committee urges the university to find a more sustainable model for funding our statistical consulting service.
We agree that the current model is not clear and that the service should play a bigger role within the university if resources
permit. We will undertake discussions with the Dean and the Vice President Research on the subject.

b) The committee expressed concern about the stability of our current arrangements for IT support. We agree that there are
grounds for such concern and will engage in discussions with the Faculty of Applied Science and the Faculty of Science to
ensure that we have secure, appropriate, and effective support.

5.2 Resource implications (if any):

• The consultingservice fills a very important role in the university and needs a steady funding model but it is not clearhow
much extra funding is actually required. The main resource issue is: who will pay?

5.3 Expected completion date/s:

• Unknown.

The above action plan has been considered by the Unit under review and has been discussed and agreed to by the Dean.

Unit Leader (signed)

Name: Richard Lockhart Title: Chair, Stat & Act Sci.

Date A/Q\r*<* &e~- (J?^C
2$ September, 2013



Iam very pleased with the quality and scope of the external review conducted on the Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science. The
report isvery balanced, pointingout the undoubted strengths of the department as well as the lacunae. The department's action plan is
thoughtful and focused, addressing the major issues.

One of the strengthsof this department is its collegiality, which includes informal mechanisms for making decisions and setting direction.
Asthe report points out, and the department recognizes, changesin faculty demographics, faculty turnover and an upcomingchangeof
Chair suggest that it istime to become more strategic and considered in planning future directions. The recent rapid growth in student
numbers has put stress on resources, including personnel and space; this stress will be exacerbated if the department wishes to take on
new initiatives -whether they be new undergraduate or graduate programs, enhanced service teachingor new research directions. This is
an opportune time to seek additional resources from the Faculty of Science, including the proposed Lecturer in Statistics, but the
department will have to be focused and proactive in presenting its case.

The Actuarial program is a gem but faculty members capable of delivering the program are spreadthin. The department has requested a
faculty hire in the area; Ihave given it a high priority in this year's hiring plan. In the meantime, Iencourage the department to begin
planning the PhD program in anticipation of the hire. My office has put effort into helping solvethe problem of access by actuarial
students to business courses, so far without measurable success.This problem is critical; Iwill fully support the department however they
wish to proceed.

Irecognize the need for spaceto supportthe statistical workshops andto accommodate faculty hires, and am working with the
department to identify possible solutions. The statistical consulting service also needssupport to ensure sustainability; Iam happy to work
with the department to come up with solutions.

Many of the review team's suggestions were justthat - intended to be helpful rather than prescriptive. The department will benefit from
the advicewhile being free to determine its own way forward. I look forward to workingwith them to that end.

Faculty Dean Date
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